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Letter from «Wedding Miracle» 

 
Good day! My name is Alexey and I am a co-owner of the new company «Wedding Miracle» which organizes 
weddings in Cyprus. Our company, together with the “Summer Club” night club, created the best 
professional venue for holding wedding ceremonies in Paphos, Geroskipou district, in Cyprus. 
 
Our venue has a number of incontestable advantages: 
★ private territory 
★ front line on the sea with beautiful views 
★ the venue is decorated with fresh flowers and plants specifically for marriage registration ceremonies 
★ there are all the necessary amenities associated with a buffet or banquet 
★ at the venue there is a specially decorated wedding photo zone with an arch for portrait shooting, wedding 
decorative swings for romantic photos, and a photo bench with fresh flowers woven into it 
★ the cost of renting the venue also includes: 

 32 chairs for guests 
 set for signing the marriage registration document: 1 table, 3 chairs 
 arch of artificial flowers 
 special stand for rings 
 4 chairs for musicians 
 2 flower arrangements at the entrance: cabinets with vases and artificial flowers 
 photo zone 

★ time allocated for the ceremony, photo session and buffet is: 1 hour 30 minutes 
★ the cost of renting the venue with everything that was listed above is only €500 
★ extra charge: 

 you can change or add to the decor, 
 the number of chairs for invited guests may be increased up to 150 pieces, 
 there is a technical ability to connect microphones to professional equipment, 
 we can use light and firework equipment, 
 at the request of the client, the scenario of the marriage registration ceremony is changed, 
 musical accompaniment of the ceremony can be live: a quartet, a singer, can participate in the 
ceremony professional artists and musicians (theatrical accompaniment or specially styled according 
to the wishes of the client for example - in the style of ancient Greece) 

★ evening registration can hold a banquet in the "Summer Club" until 23:00 and then stay dancing at a disco 
without paying for an entrance ticket 
 
  
* Administrative fees of the municipality (€632) are not included in the price mentioned above * 
 
 


